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(ABSTRACT)

The terminal stage ofa minimum-time dash mission of a high—performance aireraft is

studied using both a reduced-order "energy" model formulation and a point-mass model

formulation of the aircraft. I

The mission is confined to vertical plane maneuvers, and is deüned as consisting of
I

three stages; a climb to the dash point, a steady-state dash at the high velocitypoint,and

finally, a terminal transient from the dash point to the Hnal state. This terminal I

maneuver evolves outside of the flight envelope, rapidly decreasingaaltitude while

increasing the velocity to values greater than the dash velocity. The velocity then

decreases from this maximum value as required in order to meet the final state
I

specification.
ISome of the trajectories that are generated during this terminal transient maneuver

experience dynamic pressures that will exceed the dynamic pressure limit unless a
l

constraint is placed on the state variables. Because of the need for enforcing this state

constraint, a direct adjoining method for handling state constraints in the optimal
I

control problem is studied. A numerical example is given to demonstrate the application
L

of this method of handling state constraints for the case of the dynamic pressure limit.

Finally, trajectories are generated that lead from the dash point to a ünal state having I

lower altitude and energy values than those of the dash point, and observations are made

concerning the characteristics of these maneuvers.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Minimum-Time Trajectories

Several studies have been reported in the literature on various formulations of

minimum-time trajectory calculations for atmospheric flight. Such problems as

minimum-time turns and minimum—time vertical maneuvers such as the "half-loop" and

"split·S" have been ana1yzed.[36] One such problem that arises in aircraft performance

is that of minimum time-to-climb from low altitude to a given point inside the level flight
· envelope. A particularly interesting trajectory of this sort is the one leading from low

altitude horizontal flight to the high velocity point on the flight envelope. This would

form the initial stage of a minimum-time dash mission where the range to be covered is
‘ quite long. The aircraft would climb to the dash point and then remainqthere until the

specified range is covered. Studies of various formulations of these minimum—time

problems have appeared in the literature.

Suppose now that, in addition to having a very large range to cover, the final altitude

and velocity specified is lower than the altitude and velocity at the dash—point. The

1



rninimum—time trajectory would lead from the deck to the dash-point, remain at the

dash-point for some time, and, then, some terminal maneuver would be required to move

from the dash-point to the specified end conditions. This terminal maneuver from the

dash-point to final points having lower altitude and velocity than the dash-point is the

focus of this study.
A brief discussion of this terminal transient for a reduced-order "energy" model

formulation is given by Weston [22], but no detailed investigation is carried out there.

Some mention of a terminal stage is also given by Bryson, Desai, and Hoffman [3]. Here

an "energy" model is also used to generate maximum-range trajectories that climb to

some altitude and Mach number and then dive to a final state having a lower altitude

and Mach number. No dynamic pressure constraint or Mach limit is considered, so the

trajectories dive to zero altitude. In ref [40], trajectories are generated that climb, cruise, ’

and descend, but here the problem is oriented toward commercial airline applications.

The performance index is devised as a linear combination of time and fuel. The thrust

is constrained in order to obtain the desired operation. Because of the commercial-airline

application, the terminal transient does not experience any excessive Mach numbers or

dynamic pressures, so these state constraints are not considered.

1.2 State Constraints

For a realistic study of this terminal transient, any state constraints that may be ‘

encountered must be considered in the problem formulation. Figure l shows the level
‘

flight envel·ope for the aircraft data used in the present study and the constraints

imposed on the state variables. As many as three of these constraints could be

encountered by a terminal path leading from the dash-point to low energy. The terminal

2
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trajectory could possibly ride the Mach limit for some time, then encounter the dynamic

pressure constraint, and after riding it for some time, encounter the terrain limit.[22] In

the present model, the Mach number at the dash-point is somewhat lower than the

Mach limit, so the Mach limit is not encountered by the terminal transient maneuvers. i

Also, if the final altitude specified is greater than the terrain limit, then the terrain limit

also may sometimes be eliminated from the problem. In this case the dynamic-pressure

limit will be the only state constraint active.

Many methods have been devised for handling state-variable inequality constraints.

Kelley [3l], and Bryson and Denham [32], have used a penalty-function technique in

which the constrained problem is converted to an unconstrained problem by adding a

large quadratic penalty to the performance index whenever the constraint is violated.

Jacobson and Lele [34], use a slack variable to convert the inequality constraint to an

equality constraint, and then transform the problem to an unconstrained one of higher

order. Constraints handled by penalty methods are termed "soft constraints" because it

is not necessary that the constraints be satisfied precisely in order to generate a solution.

Problems formulated with "hard constraints" do require that the constraint be '

satisfied before a solution can be obtained. These methods require that the sequence of

constrained and unconstrained arcs be known a priori. Bryson, Denham, and Dreyfus

[37], and Bryson and Ho [24], develop a method in which the constraint, or one of its

time derivatives, is adjoined to the Hamiltonian. Certain tangency conditions must be

met at the entry to the constrained arc. The adjoint variables are discontinuous across

the junctions and are non-unique along the constrained arc. Speyer and Bryson [4],

present a Variation of this method which utilizes the fact that the order of the system is

reduced on the constrained portion of the trajectory. Here the adjoint variables are

continuous across the junctions and unique along the constrained portion, but tangency

i
3



I

conditions must be satistied at each junction point. As one would expect, each method

carries with it its own advantages and disadvantages. _

In the next chapter a detailed formulation of the terminal-transient problem is given.

Results from a reduced—ordcr "energy" model formulation of the problem are given in

chapter three. In chapter four the point-mass model is developed, and the formulation

of a direct adjoining method for enforcing the dynamic-pressure constraint in the

optimal—control problem is presented along with numerical results to demonstrate the
I

use of this method. Terminal transient results for the point-mass model formulation of

the problem are discussed in chapter five.

g 4
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2 Problem Statement

2.1 Equations of Motion

The equations of motion for the point-mass model of an aircraft can be written as

h = V sin y (2.1)

‘ - L _
l E —

W (11T D) (2.2)

- _ 8 Ly — cos cp — cos y) (2.3)

X = V cos y cos X (2.4)

Y = V cos y sin X (2.5)

· = S L sin ggX V( W cos cp) (26)

s



Wrwhere
v E „/zgus — in

and should be considered merely as an abreviated notation in the above equations. These

equations embody the assumptions of thrust along the path, flight over a flat earth, and

no winds. The selection of specific energy as a state variable rather than velocity is to

· obtain a better time scale separation. It is more slowly varying than either velocity or

altitude [9]. This will be important when we consider the reduced-order "energy" model.

The use of energy as a state variable in the point·mass model will also provide some

convenience when comparing point-mass and energy-model solutions.

2.2 Symmetrie Flight

In this study we will consider only the case of flight in the vertical plane. The heading

angle X and the bank angle tp are therefore fixed at zero in the dynamic equations. The

fuel-flow·rate equation is also eliminated from the system equations since we will not

be concerned with fuel expenditure. The vehicle weight will be considered to be

constant.

The equations of motion are given as

h = V sin 7 (2.8)
}

- _ VE — ——(nT — D) (2.9)
W

6



Y = -ä-7(N — cos Y)(2.10)—

X =VcosY. (2.11) Y7 1
The control variables in this model are the load factor N = and the throttle

control setting n, where 0 S 1] S 1.

The load factor is subject to the limits

Sy • • • •

N S (lift — coefficient limit) (2.12)

N S Num, (structural limit) (2.13)

while the following constraints apply to the state variables

”h 2 hT (terrain limit) (2.14)

_ pg(E — h) S Ö (dynamic pressure limit) (2.15) Y

M S M (Mach limit) (2.16)

I

2.3 Modeling of the AircraftDataThe

drag coeflicient is modeled as a parabolic function of the lift coefficient,

6,, = 6,,0 + 6,,,6f_ .

7



The zero-lift drag coefficient, CDC, and the induced drag coeflicient, CDP are functions

of Mach number, and the maximum thrust is a function of both Mach number and

altitude.

CDG = CD0(M)

Cox = CDi(M)

_ T = T(M,h) l

The aircraft data used in the numerical computations are that of a high—performance

fighter. The aircraft and atmospheric data are represented by cubic splines and spline

lattices.[l1,36] This method of representation provides a smooth curve-fit of the data.

The thrust data used are for full throttle afterburning thrust.

2.4 The Terminal Transient

There are two basic ways in which a trajectory can lead from the dash point to a final

state having a lower altitude and velocity than that of the dash point.[22] One is to

decrease velocity and altitude simultaneously so that the velocity never exceeds the dash

value. The other means is to allow the velocity to increase initially by rapidly decreasing

altitude, and then decrease the velocity to the final value desired. Since the objective is

to maximize the range covered, it appears that the optimal trajectoxy should spend as

much time as possible at or above the dash velocity and as little time as possible at

velocities below the dash velocity. lt appears then that the minimum—time trajectory

should begin with a dive from the dash point that increases the velocity while the altitude

is decreased. This portion of the trajectory would be outside of the flight envelope where

i 8



the drag exceeds the thrust. When the drag causes the Velocity to decrease to a value

near that of the dash Velocity, then it is appropriate to slow down as quickly as possible

in order to meet the terminal state specification. To accomplish this, the throttle should

be closed and the drag should be increased as much as possible by opening drag brakes

and, theoretically, performing chattering between CL bounds. These chattering

maneuvers will be discussed in the next section. _

ln order to maxirnize the range covered, this throttle switching should occur at a point

where the range rate is approximately equal to the value of the range rate at the dash

. point. A more precise statement can be made for energy·modelled flight, as will be seen.

In other words, as much time as possible should be spent operating at X values that are

greater than or equal to the value of X at the dash point. The range rate at the dash

point is, from equation (2.11),

X. = V. . um

sincethe flight path angle is zero at the dash point. At the time the throttle is switched

off, the range rate is

X, = V, cos 7, , (2.18)

where the path angle at the throttle switch time 7, is not necessarily zero. Since the

throttle switch should occur where X, = X, ,then, upon equating (2.12) and (2.13),

Vd = V, cos 7, , (2.19)

or rewriting, o _

V = —-Yi- (2 20)S cos 7, ' ‘

. 9



Since cos y, is always S 1, then V, 2 V, . This shows that the throttle-switch should

occur at a velocity equal to or slightly above the dash velocity, depending on the value

of y, . This throttle switching behavior will be investigated in the computational work

presented in the following chapters.

2.5 Chattering Maneuvers

S
After the throttle is switched off the optimal maneuver possibilities become more

_ complex. In order to insure that an optimal control exists, the hodograph figure must

be convex.[2,26,33,38] The hodograph figure is the envelope of curves traced out in the
I state-rate space by varying the controls over their entire range at fixed values of the

state-variables. The boundary of the figure defines an envelope of feasible opera= ing

points. For the symmetric-flight point—mass model, equations (2.9) and (2.10) are the

only state-rate equations that depend explicitly on the control variables. In this ca se,

only the E - y space need be considered.

The hodograph figure for the point-mass model of the present problem is shown in

figure 9. If the hodograph figure were convex, the optimal control would lie on the

boundary of the figure. As shown in the figure, the portion of the hodograph

corresponding to zero-throttle operation is not convex. It is appropriate to consider a
_

related problem with a hodograph figure which is the convex hull of the original,
‘ introducing additional controls as necessary. Thus a "re1axed" variational problem is
I formulated. One then approximates the solution of the relaxed problem by switching the

controsl between points in hodograph space with a dwell time, vanishing in the limit,

that will produce the desired control combination[2,38]. This is a so-called "chattering

contro1". In figure 9, for zero-throttle operation, the control would switch operation

10



ll
between points A and B, which is actually a switching between the upper and lower lift

i

coefficient limits. The extreme lift coefficient values generate a large induced drag that

maximize the rate at which the aircraft loses energy. In other words, simply switching l
the throttle off will not produce the largest possible rate of energy decrease. However,

I

switching the throttle off and increasing the drag as much as possible will.

Chattering control is achieved analytically by introducing new control variables that

encompass this characteristic. In order to avoid complication, chattering control is not

implemented in the present study. For this reason, determining portions of optimal

trajectories that lie beyond the throttle switching point is not possible with the present

model. Therefore, the present analysis will only be concerned with trajectories that

terminate at or before the throttle-switching time.

ll
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3 Energy-Model Analysis

3.1 Reduced-Order Modeling

Before attempting to analyze the point-mass model of the problem, it will be helpful

to perform an analysis using a simpler, reduced-order model. The reduced-order results

will provide a frame of reference for the point-mass modelled analysis. A detailed study
of terminal·transient maneuvers using an energy-model approximation is presented in
ref[35]. Reduced-order "energy" modeling is attractive for simpliüed computations while
an approximation is obtained that compares at least qualitatively with the higher—order

dynamic models.[3] Figure 2 shows energy and point-mass solutions from low altitude

to the dash point for the aircraft model used in this study. It can be seen that the

solutions agree closely in the supersonic region.

The specific energy, (originally " energy-height", ref[1]), is defined as the altitude at

which the potential energy of the aircraft would be the same as the sum of its potential

and kinetic energies at its present state. ln the energy approximation, the potential and

kinetic energies are assumed to be easily and rapidly interchangeable. The altitude,

12
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I
I
I

velocity, and path angle can be varied more rapidly than the energy.[9] These I
approximations allow the formulation of the reduced-order "energy" model.I

e I

3.2 Formulation

Following the procedure of re£[9], an interpolation parameter 6 is introduced.

„ Rewriting the dynamic equations (2.8) thru (2.11) with the parameter 6,

6h = Vsiny (3.1)

· VE = —— T — D .2W (n ) (3 l

6Y = %,—·(N ·— cos y) (3.3)

X = Vcosy . (3.4)

The dynamic equations are now divided into two systems. For 6 = 1 , the original

solution is obtained, while for 6 = 0 the energy state model is found. In addition to

reducing the order of the dynamical system, the energy modelling also makes the

conditioning of the differential equations better than that of the complete Euler

system.[9] This will allow longer integration time intervals than those possible with the

complete state-Euler system.

Introducing 6 = 0 into (3.1) and (3.3) implies that y = 0 and N= 1, or, equivalently,

L=W. Therefore the lift coeflicient must be chosen so that lift is equal to the weight.

The "fast" varying parameter h takes on the role of a control variable.[39]

The dynamical equations for the energy model are now

° 13



l
- Vi •-1 •·— • . IW(T1T D) (3 5)

X = v . (3.6)
(

Applying the maximum principle [14,15], the Hamiltonian for the system can be written

for the minimum-time optimal control problem.

H D) + rxv + 1 (3.7)

The resulting Euler equations are

' ÖH= — —· 3.8Ä E ÖE ( )

‘ ÖH7t = — -1 . 3.9

Since X does not appear in the Hamiltonian, )„„ will be a constant. The solution of this

system requires that for a given energy, the altitude must be chosen so as to minimize

the Hamiltonian.
Since the throttle control, 1], appears linearly in the Hamiltonian, Tl is governed by a

switching function -%-1% = )(E[l<R-/L] . Since the term in the brackets is always positive,

the switching function reduces to XE. In order to minimize the Hamiltonian, the control

takes on the values

T] = 0 ÄE > 0
u

Tl = 1 < O .

. I4



lf XE becomes identically zero for some non-zero time interval then an

intermediate-throttle ("singular") arc arises. .

The multipliers AE and ).,, can be thought of as "weighting" parameters. The

R magnitude of a multiplier determines the relative importance or "weight" placed on the

. corresponding state variable. The value of h chosen to minimize the Hamiltonian at a

given energy will thus depend on the magnitudes of the multipliers LE and ).„. Also, the

value of the Harniltonian is zero. It is required that the Hamiltonian be constant since

the independent variable, time, does not appear explicitly in the right-hand sides of the

differential equations. Only the ratio of the two multipliers is important in this model

and not their actual values.

Let R denote the ratio of the multipliers, A

XR =.An

initial-value problem can be formulated to solve the system of equations for various

values of R. The algorithm of ref[39] is used here to perform the numerical calculations.

The control inequality constraints are handled by the technique of Valentine.[39,9] The

Hamiltonian is augmented by adjoining to it the constraints (2.12) through (2.16) with

multipliers 7t, , i = 1,...,5,
A

H = H

-1:whereB, represents the constraint. If a particular constraint is not active, the

corresponding multiplier is zero. If the constraint is active, then the multiplier is

calculated from the optimality condition

15



H 0 .

3.3 Numerical Computations

If the range multiplier 7.,, is set to zero and XE is a large positive value, the resulting

trajectory will lead to the high—energy point on the level flight envelope. This solution,

called the energy climb, is shown in figure 3 for the aircraft of this study. As the initial .

value of R is increased, i.e., K, is increased relative to 7tE, the resulting solution leads to

points on the flight envelope that are lower in energy. When a certain initial value of R

is reached the solution will fair into the high velocity point on the flight envelope. Let

Rd denote this value of R. This trajectory will be the range optimal solution and is shown

in figure 4.

If the integration of the system is allowed to proceed for a period of time that is

greater than that needed to reach the dash point, an interesting behavior is observed.

For initial values of R that are slightly smaller than Rd, the trajectory leads to the dash

point and then curves upward and approaches the high energy point on the flight

envelope, as shown in figure 5. For initial values of R that are slightly greater than Rd,

the resulting solution fairs downward from the dash point to a lower energy level. This

portion of the trajectory from the dash point to a lower energy and altitude is the

terminal transient of interest in the present study.

A solution containing this terminal—transient maneuver is shown in figure 6. The

terminal maneuver begins with a dive that increases the velocity and rapidly decreases

the altitude until the dynamic pressure constraint is encountered. It then rides the

i
I6



dynamic-pressure inequality constraint as the velocity decreases until the terminal flighttime is reached. _ L
The velocity as a function of time is shown in figure 7. The dash velocity value is

L

reached at approximately 530 seconds. The velocity then climbs to some maximum

value, after which it decreases, returning to a value equal to that of the dash velocity at

a time of 735 seconds. The corresponding time-history of the throttle switching function,

XE, is shown in figure 8. It can be seen that KE changes from negative to positive at atimeof

735 seconds.
Figures 7 and 8 show that the thr0ttle—switching time occurs at the same time that the

velocity decreases to the dash speed. Since y = 0 in the energy model solution, it follows
L

from (2.20) that this should be the case. Therefore, as expected, the time history of the
Lthrottle switching function is such that the throttle switch would occur at the time that L

the velocity is equal to the dashvalue.In

ref [22], this terminal transient dive for the energy-model solution is described as

an instantaneous dive that takes place at a constant energy level. Because altitude is a
L

control variable in the energy-model formulation, it can be discontinous. If at a given

energy value there exist two values of altitude that produce the same minimum value of
3 L

the Hamiltonian, a discontinuity will occur in the altitude time-history at that energy
Ä

level. This would appear in the altitude-velocity space as an instantaneous dive at
Lconstant energy. L

The hodograph figure for the energy model formulation is shown in figure 22. The line L

tangent to the hodograph in the figure is the constant Hamiltonian value at the dash 1

point. In order for a minimum to exist at two points, this constant Harniltonian line

must be tangent to the hodograph figure at two points. ln other words, the hodograph

figure could not be convex for the full-throttle operation.

17



As the figure illustrates, this full-throttle portion of the hodograph is convex and

therefore, two minima would not exist. For this reason, the dive does not occur as a

constant energy discontinuity in altitude.

As the diving maneuver progresses from the dash point, the constant Hamiltonian

lines become more nearly horizontal and the point of tangency may approach point A

in the figure. Should XE become zero, the constant Hamiltonian line becomes horizontal

and the operating point shifts from point A to point B, which lies on the zero-throttle

portion of the hodograph. This switch from point A to point B corresponds to the

throttle switch that occurs when LE = 0.
J

Just as in the point-mass case, the zero—throttle portion of the hodograph figure is not

convex. High-drag maneuvers would be required here for zero-throttle operation.

l
ll

l
l

ll
18



4 Point—Mass Model with State Constraints

4.1 Formulation

The energy—model solution of the previous chapter provides some insight into the

behavior of the terminal-transient maneuver. In this chapter, the more complex

point-mass model of the aircraft will be developed and the method for handling the

dynamic-pressure constraint presented.

The equations of motion describing the point-mass model of an aircraft under the

— assumptions outlined in chapter two are given by equations (2.8) through (2.11) and are

( repeated here for convenience.

( h = V sin Y (4.1)

E = —Y—(nT — D) (4.2)
W

Y = %(N — cos Y) (4.3)

19



I

X = v cos y (:1.4)
IE l

Applying the maximum principle [14,15], the Hamiltonian for the point-mass systemisH

= XhV siny D) cos y) + XXV cos y (4.5)

and the resulting Euler equations are given by

° ÖHX = — ——- 4.6h öh ( )

' ÖH= — -—— 4.7Ä E ÖE ( )

' ÖHX = — ·— 4.8Y ÖY ( )

' ÖH= — l- . - 4.9

The throttle·control logic obtained from gal- is the same as in the energy model

formulation of chapter three,
[

T] = 1 ÄE < 0

0S·qslifXE=0.
i

The optimal load factor is obtained from = 0. This gives the expression for the load

factor as,

20



lt gQSN = -—%-l- . (4.10)
2).EV CD,W

4.2 Dynamic PressureConstraintThe

dynamic pressures that occur in the terminal transient trajectory will tend to '

exceed the maximum allowable dynamic pressure. For this reason, a constraint must

be introduced to insure that the dynamic·pressure limit will not be exceeded. In the

present work, the direct adjoining method given in refs.[24,37] will be used to treat the

state constraint. In this method the Hamiltonian is augmented along the constrained
(

arc by adjoining to it the constraint or an appropriate time derivative of the constraint. (1
Certain conditions must be satisfied at the junctions between constrained and i

unconstrained arcs. As a result, a multi-point boundaiy value problem is obtained which (

will be solved computationally using an existing algorithm designed for the solution of _ (
such problems.

The dynamic-pressure constraint can be written in terms of the state variables as Ä

S=pg(E—-h)—_Q-S0. (4.11)

Notice that this expression does not contain the control variable N. The first time (
derivative of (4.1 1) does contain the control variable however, therefore, (4.11) is a first

1
order constraint. The first time derivative of the constraint is

S = g-T-h(E — h) + pg(E — h). (4.12) (0 .

i
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The load factor N appears in (4.12) through the substitution from (4.2). Since the

constraint (4.11) must vanish along the constrained arc, its time derivative must also be

zero. For this reason the constraint (4.11) can be imposed by requiring that the time

derivative be zero along the constrained arc and that, at the time the constrained arc is

encountered, (4.11) is identically zero. Equation (4.12) can now be considered to have

replaced the state constraint, and (4.11) becomes the "tangency condition" that must

be satisfied at the entry time to the constrained arc.
S

Following the procedure of ref[24], the Harniltonian is augmented by adjoining (4.12)

to it with a multiplier 11.

1;1 =H +11s, (4.13)

where H is given by (4.5). Since the optimality conditions now require that = 0 ,

this yields an expression that can be used to solve for the multiplier 11. Another

relationship is needed in order to solve for the control variable N. Since N appears in the

equation S = 0 , this equation can be solved for the load factor. Since S = Q,

thecontrolobtained is simply the value needed to insure that the trajectory remains on the
1

constraint.

The following conditions apply to 11,
2 1

11=0ifS<0 (4.14)
1

1t>OifS=0 (4.15)
1

where S is the constraint (4.11). In addition, u must be monotonically non-increasing

along the constrained arc.[42,43] Therefore,

1:LSOifS=0„ (4.16)22



The costate variables will experience discontinuities across the junctions between

constrained and unconstrained arcs. In ref [37], it is pointed out that these discontinuities

are not unique. The requirements can be satisfied entirely at the entry time to the

constrained arc, entirely at the exit time, or, partially at both junction points. In the

present formulation, the entry time t, is the point chosen to satisfy the discontinuities.

Letting ty be the time an instant before the constrained arc is encountered and ty the

time just after the contact time, the jumps are given by

>d<iy> = »T<t;“> + dä- (417)'

where x denotes the array of state variables, XT the costates, and 1:1 is an array of

"jump" multipliers. C is the vector of "tangency" conditions that must be satisfied at

t,.[24] Since the state variables y and X do not appear in the constraint S, lt, and 7.,, are

continuous across ty.

Because the constraint is first-order in the present case, there is only one "tangency"

condition, which is simply the constraint (4.11). For this reason vc and C in (4.17) are

scalars here. It can be shown that at ty the multiplier 712 is equal to the value of the

constraint multiplier ji(ty) and therefore, 1: must also be positive.(see appendix A)

The multiplier ii will be the parameter that signals when the trajectory should leave

the constrained arc. When jl goes to zero the trajectory should leave the arc, so

p(t,) = 0 becomes an internal boundary condition. This condition is also needed to

insure that a unique solution exists. The time history of ii along the constraint is

dependent on the magnitude of the jump in the adjoints. By specifying that jl be zero

at the exit time, the jump in the adjoints will have to be such that this condition is

satisfied. This condition is also necessary in order to insure that the adjoint variables are

continuous across the exit time.
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There is also the possibility that the Hamiltonian can be discontinuous attl,

— _ + öS11(M ) — 11(11 ) — Tw- - (4-18)

but since S does not depend explicitly on time in the present case, the Hamiltonian will

be continuous across the junction.

11(tf) = 11(tf) (4-19)

Using (4.19) it can be shown that the load factor is also continuous across t,.(see

appendix B)

The throttle control for the constrained problem is obtained from $1,4 = 0. Since 1]0
appears linearly in (4.12), the throttle control will move according to a switching

function different from that of the unconstrained problem. The throttle switching

function becomes K, instead of )tE.(see appendix C) The throttle switching to minimize

the augmented Hamiltonian will be such that

1] = 1 if XY < O

1] = 0 if Ä], > 0

4.3 Numerical- Example

Before attempting to analyze the terminal transient behavior, it will be instructive to

work a simpler example to demonstrate the state-constraint formulation outlined above.
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This will provide a comparison between the constrained and unconstrained trajectories

and allow an analysis of the parameters associated with this direct-adjoining approach

of handling the constraint. V
· In order to generate a test problem that is uncomplicated bythrottle-switchingj

behavior, the dynamic pressure limit is moved well inside the flight envelope. A

minimum-time trajectory between two points inside the flight envelope is generated that

would violate this constraint if it were absent. The problem is then solved with the

constraint instated. Figure 10 shows the constraint along with the constrained and

unconstrained solutions. As one would expect, the unconstrained trajectory connects

the two endpoints in a shorter time than the constrained path.
Figure ll shows the time-history of the multiplier ji along the constrained arc. In

accordance with (4.15), gi remains positive throughout the constrained arc. Also, it can

be seen that jt is always decreasing. This behavior agrees with (4.16). The initial value

of tt on the constraint is equal to the value of the constant multiplier it and it decreases

to zero at the exit time of the constrained arc.
Figure 12 shows the time-histories of the adjoint variables XE and ).,, throughout the

entire trajectory. These two variables experience a jump at the entry time to the

constrained arc, but they are continuous at the exit time.

This test example has demonstrated the behavior of the parameters associated with the

method used here for handling the constraint, and has shown that they behave in

accordance with the conditions outlined in the previous section. This direct-adjoining

method will be used to treat the dynamic-pressure constraint during the analysis of

terminal transient maneuvers in the next chapter.
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I
5 Solutions with the Point—MassModel5.1

Results
1The point-mass formulation presented in the preceding chapter will now be used to 1

analyze the terminal transient maneuvers. As mentioned earlier, the entire 1

minimum-time mission can be divided into three segments. For this reason, theterminalportion
can be isolated from the climb and dash segments. Trajectories can begeneratedthat

originate at the dash point and proceed forward in time until the final state is 1
reached, rather than integrating over the entire flight time from the low-altitudestartingpoint.

This scheme will be used here in order to reduce the computational expense and 1

reduce the possibilities of error growth that may occur with the long integrationtimes.The

minimum-time trajectory to the dash point for the point-mass model formulation
1

is shown in figure 2. In figure 13, two terminal trajeetories are shown that were generatedÄ

without the constraint enforced and with the throttle-control variable 1] fixed at n = l. 1

The vertical line on the figure depicts the dash velocity. Recall from equation (2.20) that

1the throttle switch should occur at a velocity slightly above the dash velocity. One of the° 26 1



two trajectories in figure 13 terminates just before the dash velocity and therefore, very

near the throttle switching time. The other solution however, continues beyond the

throttle switching point and cannot be considered an optimal solution because of frozen

throttle and unrelaxed drag modelling. In figure 14, the constrained solution to this

same final state is shown. The trajectory contacts the constraint, rides it for some time,

and then leaves the constrained arc in order to meet the final-state specification. The

discontinuities in the adjoints and the behavior of the constraint multiplier ii are similar ,
to the behavior found in the example presented in the previous chapter. As one would

i

· expect, the unconstrained version takes less time than the constrained version to reach

the final state.
Attention should be focused on trajectories that terminate at the throttle-switching

time in order to accomodate the shortcomings of the unrelaxed model. Figure 15 shows

a constrained solution that terminates on the constraint near the point where the throttle

switch should occur. It will be of interest to investigate the behavior of
thethrottle-switchingfunction for this solution. Figure I6 shows a plot of the range rateandthe

path-angle multiplier as the throttle-switching time is approached. At the point

where 7., is zero, the range rate should be equal to the dash velocity, since 7., is the

throttle switching function in this case. The dash velocity is shown by the horizontal line

on the figure. As_illustrated in the figure, 7„, becomes zero slightly before the range

ratebecomesequal to the dash value. The actual disagreement here is less than 1 This

yields an error of approximately 0.03% when comparing the actual value of X here at

the switching time to the dash velocity value that it should have at this point. This slight

disagreement may be caused by the fact that the integration of the solution does not

begin exactly at the dash point. -

Integration from the exact dash point is not actually possible because the dash point

is an equilibrium point. The equations of motion at the dash point are
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1
. 6

ia = 0 (5.1)
1

E = 0 (5.2) l
l

7 = 0
E (5.3)

X = vd . (5.4)

If the integration started at this point, the only state variable that will change is the

ignorable variable X. For this reason, it is necessary to start the integration procedure

at a point slightly perturbed from the dash point. Even solutions with initial values that

are extremely close to the dash point spend a large amount of the integration time in the

vacinity of the dash point where the dynarnics are very slow.

A plot of range rate vs. throttle switching function, similar to figure 16, is shown for

an unconstrained trajectory in figure 17. Here the throttle switching function is XE . As

expected, the range rate becomes equal to the dash velocity very near the point where

XE is zero. The agreement between range rate and dash velocity values at XE = 0 is closer

here than in the constrained solution of figure 16. .

An interesting observation can be made concerning the throttle switching function for

the unconstrained solutions. The load factor is computed from equation (4.10) as

.
i

N = .
X

(5.5)2iEv2cE,w

When the throttle switching time is approached, XE approaches zero. Since XE appears

in the denominator of (5.5), X„ must also approach zero in order to avoid an infinite load

factor. (Notice that the remaining terms in the equation will not become zero.) Figure
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18 illustrates the behavior of XE and X, in the vacinity of the throttle switching time.

As required, they both approach zero at very nearly the same time.

This coupling between XE and X, need not hold for the constrained case. The equation

for the load factor is obtained from = 0, and is not a function of the multipliers. In

fact, for the constrained case, XE and X, should not go to zero simultaneously. The

equation for the constraint multiplier tt is given by equation (A.l) as

X,W XE
ll '-= — . (5.6)

As pointed out in chapter four, tt must be positive along the constraint and become zcro

at the exit junction point. If XE becomes zero at the same time that X, does, then ti would

also be zero at this point. This would require that the throttle switchingitime coincide

with the exit time of the constrained arc, which need not be the case. Also, by exarnining

(5.6), one can see that X, must change sign before XE does in order that ti remain positive

along the constraint. This is because both of the multipliers are initially negative on the
i constraint and the remaining parameters in (5.6) remain positive. Figure 19 shows the

time histories of XE and X, along the constrained arc. The figure illustrates that X,

changes sign long before XE would. In fact, XE approaches zero very slowly, and appears

to be almost constant in the figure. Because of the short duration of the constrained arcs

generated here, XE does not even experience a sign change along the constrained portion.

It would be of interest to generate a solution that contacts the constraint, rides it for (

some time, and then, approaches a final point above the constraint that lies before the

throttle switching time. A solution of this type would be similar to the solution shown 1

in figure 15, except that the trajectory would be required to leave the constraint in order

'

to meet the final state. Because of this, the constrained arc would become shorter than f
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that shown in the figure. If the constrained portion becomes too short, the solution may

_ resemble a touch point rather than a constrained arc.

Finding numerical solutions to trajectories with very short constrained arcs can beI l
difficult because the junction points are extremely close together. In the solution of

figure 15, the constrained arc is only approximately two seconds in length. Requiring the I

solution to leave the constrained arc in order to meet a final state above the constraint

will reduce the constrained portion to an even smaller time interval. I

As a possible remedy to this problem, an attempt was made to find solutions that

would violate the constraint more severely, and therefore, possibly allow for the
Igeneration of solutions with constrained arcs of a longer time interval before the throttle

switching time is reached. By specifying the final value of the path angle to be some I

positive value, the resulting solutions tend to violate the constraint more severely, but I
an interesting phenomenonoccurs.It

appears that a high specific energy is required in order to execute maneuvers to
I

these final path-angle values. A family of these solutions for various final path-angle

values is shown in figure 20. The trajectories spend some time in the initial stage l
approaching a higher energy level thanthat of the dash point. As the final path angle

is increased, the energy level that the solution approaches before descending becomes

greater. A large portion of the total flight time is spent in this energy-increasing climb. I
Constrained solutions for these final states could not be found. The decrease in

altitudeoccursvery rapidly in this case. When the dynamic-pressure constraint is introduced into
I

the problem, large load factors are required near the contact time of the constraint in

order to insure that the constraint is not violated. The existence of solutions to these

final state specifications in the presence of the constraint is questionable.

Finally, it will be interesting to see how an energy-model solution compares to a

point-mass solution for a terminal trajectory between similar points. Figure 2l shows
I
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two such trajectories. The initial point here is the equilibrium point that results from the

energy-model analysis, and is deterrnined by the scheme described in chapter three. This

"dash point" found in the energy model approximation is slightly lower in altitude and

velocity than the actual dash point. Because of this, the point-mass solution spends some

time in the initial portion of the flight time increasing altitude and approaching a higher {

energy level. It then crosses the flight envelope at a point closer to the actual dash point
i

and dives rapidly towards the dynamic pressure constraint.
i

. The altitude and velocity time histories differ somewhat in the two solutions. The
_

energy-model has the path-angle always zero, but the actual path-angle values that

occur in the point-mass solution are not extremely close to zero. This zero path-angle

modelling feature is probably the cause of some of the inconsistancies between the two

solutions. Also, the energy-model solution takes less time to cover the specified range

than the point-mass solution does. This would also be exptcted, due to the zero

path-angle feature of the energy-model formulation.

l

i— 1l
l1
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Discussion

The analysis presented in this work focuses on two major objectives. One is the

formulation of optimal control problems with state constraints, and the other is the

j study of the terminal-transient maneuvers of the minimum-time dash mission.

The use of the direct-adjoining approach to enforce the dynamic—pressure limit proved

to be successful in the test example of chapter four and during the analysis of the

terminal transient maneuvers in the preceding chapter.

The energy model analysis has provided an approximation to the more complex

point-mass model and has suggested behavior of the throttle switching function. The

results determined that the dive experienced during the terminal maneuver does not

occur as a constant energy discontinuity in altitude, as previously reported.[22]

The point-mass formulation of the problem has provided a detailed study of the

terminal-transient maneuvers that terminate near the throttle switching point. The
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appearance of different throttle switching functions for constrained and unconstrained

solutions was determined. _

6.2 Future Work

In the present effort, the analysis is restricted to trajectories that terminate near the

throttle switching time, as discussed in chapter two. It would certainly be of interest to
Iadapt the problem formulation to include relaxed drag and hence CL chattcring I

maneuvers in order to provide a convex hodograph figure and allow an in-depth study
I

of trajectories that continue to final states well beyond the throttle-switching point. I

Solutions of this type may simply ride the constraint until the final state is

apprcached, or they may experience a sequence of constrained and unconstrained arcs.

On the other hand, it may not even be possible to ride the constraint once the throttle

has been switched off Partial throttling may be required in order to produce a solution l

that remains on the, constraint. Investigating these questions would be an interestingextension of the present work. I
I
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Appendix A: Constraint and Jump Multipliers

The equation for u along the constrained arc is obtained from = 0, where fl is
l

given by (4.13), and is

Ä VJ )_lt = -%——— - Kg? . <A.1>

Letting + denote quantities an instant after the contact time of the constrained arc tl,

and - denote quantities an instant before t,, (A.1) can be written as

+ = (A 2)“ zvzrvpo, pg ‘

for tft since KE is the only quantity in (A.1) that experiences a discontinuity across t,. (lt

is shown in appendix B that N+ = N‘)

The jump in KE is given by (4.15) as

KE = ME · wg (A-3)

Upon substituting (A.3) into (A.2)
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+ MW ^@ A. A A“"2v2NpD, F?
“° (°)

The first two terms on the right-hand side of (AA) represcnt the value of li at ty, or

- A W VA = jl-- — Tg- A <A.6>
_ 2V NpD,

Rewriting (AA),

},L+ = j,t— + It .

The value of u' is zero by definition because at ty the constraint is not yet active.

Therefore,
’

M = A . (A.6)

l
l
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Appendix B: Continuity of Load Factor Across

Contact Time

Since the contact time of the constrained arc tl does not appear in the constraint S in

(4.16), the Hamiltonian will be constant across t,.

H0;) = H0?) (B-1)

Substituting (4.5), and (4.1) thru (4.4), (B.1) can be written as

Ä-V . — _ — V E , — _
h siny + XE (T D )—— + X.,-—N — (B.2)

W V

?tQLVsiny +x,§(T —D+)%;,-+7tY—ä,-N+ Ä

since Xx, 1., and the state variables are continuous across t,. This equation also assumes

that the throttle does not switch across t,, and therefore, iq remains equal to one.

Rearranging (B.2)
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(2.; — XQ)Vsiny + (2; — >.g)—\%(T — 1)+) (1;.2)

E - — V —
+XY—\}-(N+ —N)—1-XE-W(T—D+ —T+D )=O

Substituting (4.15), (4.1) and (4.2), (B.3) becomes

- .*29; Z *29 ·+
rcöhh RÖEE -1- (B.4)

g + - - Z L + Z — Z
2

XYV(N N) XEW(D D) 0.

The first two terms in (B.4) can be written as - 7EQ+ and are zero because Qr is zcro.

With this in mind, and noting that D = Do + N2 D,, (B.4) now reduces to

8 + — 242-VD1 +2 -2—— — — ———-— - W = . .XY V (N N ) W (N 1 ) 0 (B 5)

which can be rewritten as

Z X-VD- ..(N+ —- N )[XY-$7 — —%V——l(N+ — N )] = 0 . (B.6)

. Now, from the condition ik; = 0, an expression for N‘ is obtainedÜN

X. W
· N-2XE

V D,

or, upon rearranging

g _ 2N-X§VD,·XY V — W . (B.8)
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Substituting (8.8) into (8.6) and simplifying,

(N+ — N )[—·%,—*(2N — N+ — )l = 0 „ (B-9)

or, rearranging
I

MEVD + - 2 .-···‘W"‘L(N ‘N ) =0~
(8-10)From(8.10) it follows that N* = N' exept for the singular case kg = 0 . Therefore,

thecontrolis continuous across the junction of the constrained and unconstrained arcs,

provided that KE #= 0.

l
l
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Appendix C: Throttle Switching Function On The

Constraint

The throttle switching function along the constrained arc is obtained from = O,

where is given by (4.13). Letting swt denote the switching function,

TVswt = —W-(Ms + ups) · (C1)

Substituting equation (A.l) for u along the constraint, (C.l) can be written as

= - .L ilswt ZX/DÄ N . (C.2)

Since only the sign of the switching function is important and not its magnitude,

thequantityoutside the brackets in (C.2) can be neglected because it is always positive. The 1

switching function then reduces to

3 Mswt — .
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If it is assumed that the load factor remains positive along the constrained arc, as it is

for the present work, the switching function simply becomes _

swt = XY . (CA)

l
l

l
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